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This is a big walk in a small compass. You are mainly walking in the
wide open spaces of the high dales, with three lovely towns below -
Settle, Malham and Grassington. There are also specific things to see:
the fairy dell of Janet’s Foss, the awe-inspiring waterfalls at Gordale
Scar, and (especially) the limestone pavement and ‘cove’ at Malham.

1. Walking days and practicalities
Two, including travel time from London. The first is 6 miles from Settle
to Malham, the second 11 miles on to Grassington (an 8-mile version is
also described below). You walk on minor roads, green lanes, paths
and grassland - not boggy unless there has been a lot of rain. The
biggest climb is the first half-hour of the walk (to reach the first picture
below); all the others are gentle. The first day can be done in an
afternoon, there is a pub at Kilnsey for lunch on the second. There is a
range of accommodation at Malham.

2. Getting there and away
Settle is on the Leeds to Carlisle line. At Grassington the 72 bus goes to Skipton every day (see
bustimes.org), where there are many trains to Leeds. 
  
3. Navigation
OS Explorer OL2, Yorkshire Dales (South West) at 1:25000 (or electronic equivalent) is essential.

4.The Route:
Day 1: From Settle market place go up the hill on
Constitution Road; it turns left, and soon take a
right uphill on to the Dales High Way. Follow this to
the junction by Kirkby Fell; here you can go left to
visit Malham Tarn (visible at that point unless the
weather is awful), or go on (as we did) to Cove
Road. To visit the pavement, we went left up the
road and right over the first gate, walking by a wall.
Soon there is a clear path down to the pavement.
Finally there is an easy path to the right (the
Pennine Way) down to the cove and town.

Day 2: As you walk south out of Malham, get on the
left hand side of the beck; soon there are signs to
Janet’s Foss going left off the Pennine Way. After
the Foss you reach a minor road, and soon the
detour (definitely worth it) to Gordale Scar. Back to
the minor road, continue up it and on when it
becomes a track. Eventually it meets a walled drove
road (Mastiles Lane, pictured) where you turn right,
and soon see reassuring signposts to Kilnsey. Get
over Conistone bridge, go right down the road, and
soon take a path to the left working its way up the
side of the hill, eventually joining the Dales Way and going down into Grassington. The bus leaves
from the main square, and goes to Skipton Bus Station and sometimes on to the Railway Station.
(In 2022 the weather was appalling so we took the most direct way via Gordale Lane, turned right
towards Weets Top, then left to Park House, Know Bank, Lainger Beck, Threshfield Moor and
Threshfield; 8 pleasant miles of quite easy walking.)   
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